On the Minds of the Full Time Support PS/NC Detailer:
FTS PS is extremely shore intensive: Make sure you are well-rounded!
A diverse career is the path to a successful one:
  - Navy Operational Support Centers, Regional Component Commands, Flag duty, Navy Recruiting Districts, Squadrons, and various Navy Expeditionary Combat Commands are just a few of the Stateside billets.
  - Of the few overseas billets, Italy, Hawaii, Guam, Puerto Rico and Japan are possibilities.
Read more here: http://www.public.navy.mil/bupers-npc/enlisted/detailing/fts/Pages/Administrative%20Rates.aspx

On the Minds of the Full Time Support PS/NC Detailer: pt 2
New to the FTS PS or NC Community? If CWAY approved to convert to FTS NC or PS, contact the Detailer immediately via your immediate chain of command.
  - New conversions are detailed directly and do not use CMS-ID for the first set of orders.
  - Reenlisting into the FTS program allows you to negotiate orders with the Detailer.
  - Expect to transfer within 60 days of reenlisting.
For more about C-WAY and the Conversion Process, visit this site: http://www.public.navy.mil/BUPERS-NPC/CAREER/CAREERCOUNSELING/Pages/C-WAY.aspx

On the Minds of the Full Time Support PS/NC Detailer: pt 3
No requirements means no schools en route! If your next billet has an NEC, you will be detailed to school en route to your next duty station. We will not send you to school without an NEC requirement.

On the Minds of the Full Time Support PS/NC Detailer: pt 4
We NEED FTS PSCs, PSCSs, and PSCMs for PS specific Command Chief Billets. Bring your Deckplate leadership to the Command Triad! If interested, contact your detailer before entering your negotiation window.